
Youth emploiment  and 
unemploiment in Romania

Some  answers to the questions



Unemploiment
• Unemploiment general rate in Romania:   

7.9 % / 2009

• Youth Unemploiment rate : 19.6 %
• Place among 27 EU member states : 13
• Chalenges for young people :

» Blak market labor force
» Emigration for work
» Precarious jobs
» Luck of hope in some rural area



Vocational, Post-Secundary and Higher 
education



International comparative 
graduates dynamic



YP competences and needs of labor   
(market studies )

• Only 40 – 50 % of the gradutes find a job 
on their calification

• The most desadvantaged: graduates in 
human sciences

• Emploiers demands: higher education for 
a secretary



Some results :

• Opinion polls in 2007 and 2008
National samples



Work and school

• Most part of young people consider :

• Find a job is a problem :         77%

• The school is ansering to
the labour market demands
only on some degree                  47%

•



How do you assess the present situation in our 
country as refers to… ?
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I don't know/NR it is a problem it is not a problem



YP not at all happy with what 
authorities are doing for :

Stimulate young people 
emploiment

40%

Defeat the rights of emploiees 36%

Keep jobs 33%

Measures against unemploiment 34%

Education 21%



Discriminated 
categories on the

labour market 
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What young people a waiting    when 
they look for a job 

Good sallary                             90%
Safe job                                     65%
Good atmosphere                      57%
Understanding boss                   52%
Flexible timing                             41%
Not far from home                        38%
Good  chances for promotion        28%
Fit to own calification                      21%
Initiative and creativ work                18%
Career building                                  16%
Variety of tasks                                    11%
Participation in the descision making     10%



How YP find a job ?
In the 
country

Abroad

Friends, other people 30% 74%
Directly to emploiers 14% 5%
From the news papers 14 % 3%
Aplications on line 11% -
Demands in news papers or 
Internet

10 %

Government agencies 10% 2%
Privat agencies - 5%
Job markets 8% -



Non  - formal education

• What to expect ?



In your locality, do you know any nongovernmental organization
(association, foundation)

that carried out local level activities?
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Have you ever participated as a volunteer within the frame of a 
social, economic, political or any other type of 

association/organization?
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Are you a member of any social, economic, political or of any 
other type of association/organization?
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I don't have time
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I do not trust them 

If not, 

which are the reasons?



Would you be willing to participate as volunteer
in a nongovernmental organization (association, foundation)?
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* Percentages calculated from the total of those who answered “yes” 
(34,6%)



Young people on the job



Think of your job,
which of the following situations represents you? (%)

Comparison 2007 - 2008
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l work in a pleasant collegue-like milieu

I am satisfaied with the relationships with the superiors

I can use my skills, knowledge

I have the certainty of the  place of work

I have the chance to promote

I am well paid

I have a leading position 

2007 2008
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